TNTX 1100  SECOND TEACH ED PREP I

001  (5107)  CRE 1.0  T  11:00 am-12:20 pm  LIFE A111  Hawkins T
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

002  (5108)  CRE 1.0  W  03:00 pm-04:20 pm  LIFE A111  Watson C
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

003  (5422)  CRE 1.0  F  09:30 am-10:50 am  LIFE A111  Hawkins T
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTED. CALL TNT ADVISOR (940) 565-3980
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

004  (5760)  CRE 1.0  R  11:00 am-12:20 pm  LIFE A111  Watson C
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTED. CALL TNT ADVISOR (940)565-3890
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

TNTX 1200  SECOND TEACH ED PREP 2

001  (5109)  CRE 2.0  TR  02:00 pm-03:20 pm  CURY 323  Sherman K
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MATH MAJORS ONLY
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTED. CALL TNT ADVISOR 940-565-3890.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2014 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

TNTX 1300  SECOND TEACH ED PREP

001  (5308)  CRE 3.0  TR  09:30 am-10:50 am  CURY 323  Walls T
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTED. CALL TNT ADVISOR 940-565-3890.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
JUNIORS OR SENIORS ONLY
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

002  (5483)  CRE 3.0  MW  11:00 am-12:20 pm  LIFE A111  Walls T
FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS ONLY
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTED. CALL TNT ADVISOR 940-565-3890.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2015 CLASS WILL MEET IN ENV 110, ENV 125, ENV 120, ENV 115, ENV 190 & 130

TNTX 3100  CONCEPTUAL ALG GEOM

001  (14313)  CRE 3.0  TR  12:30 pm-01:50 pm  CURY 322  Harl C
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS WITH TEACH NORTH TEXAS MINOR(MSST-MNU) CONTACT TNT ADVISOR FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (940) 565-3890.

TNTX 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

001  (5679)  CRE V  Watson C
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTED. CALL TNT ADVISOR 940-565-3890.